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A new, important, and pragmatic vision on the job of the boss in an age of lean/flat/agile organizations, self-organizing teams, and mass collaboration when bosses are expected to disappear, countering conventional wisdom of the media and management gurus.

People in the business world are struggling to adapt to a rapidly changing economy. Beset by transformational forces, managers are bombarded with a bewildering array of schemes for how to be a boss and make an organization tick. Hierarchy, it almost goes without saying, is so 1950s and it’s easy to be seduced by futurist fantasies where every company has the culture of a startup, where employees in wacky, whimsical office settings champion the end of old-fashioned corporate hierarchy. Autonomous employees liberated from hierarchies and bosses that oppress people, we are told, are the foundation for breakthrough performance.

Be careful what you wish for say Nicolai Foss and Peter Klein. In their important rethinking of the crucial nature of hierarchy and how to be a boss today, they provide the evidence that world-changing issues such as the proliferation of artificial intelligence, empowered knowledge workers, and black swan events such as the pandemic make hierarchy and the job of the manager more important than ever. Companies and societies, they show, need authority and hierarchy to coordinate work, including creative work. More surprisingly, Foss and Klein illustrate how the creative use of authority and hierarchy help companies be more agile and flexible. This is not command and control and bossing people around, but the clever use of hierarchy, using the authority of the boss to create highly effective organization where managers focus on creating an environment in which educated, motivated people and teams can thrive.

Using entertaining examples from popular culture such as “The Social Network,” “Mad Men” and “The Man in the Grey Flannel Suit,” Foss and Klein vividly illustrate that bosses do matter, not as dictators or figureheads but as designers, organizers, encouragers, and enforcers.
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